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The article is devoted to the author’s results of the algebraic analysis of molecular genetic systems, including a
set of structured DNA alphabets and long nucleotide sequences in single-stranded DNA of eukaryotic and pro
karyotic genomes. A connection of the system of DNA n-plets alphabets with principles of algebraic holography is
shown, which concerns a popular theme of holography principles in genetically inherited physiology. In addi
tion, a relation between DNA n-plets alphabets and the Poincaré disk model of Lobachevski hyperbolic geometry
is revealed. This relation can explain known facts of the relationship of physiological phenomena with hyperbolic
geometry. Considering long DNA sequences as a bunch of many parallel texts written in different n-plets al
phabets led to the discovery of some universal rules of the stochastic organization of genomic DNAs. These rules
are discussed concerning the general problem of the biological dualism “probability-vs-determinism”. In general,
the presented results give pieces of evidence in favor of the efficiency of a model approach to living organisms as
quantum-informational algebraic-harmonic essences.

1. Introduction

holography, where, for example, the method of the bit-reversible ho
lography is well-known. This method is applied below in our genetic
analysis. Here one can remind that holographic principles are very
popular in physiology and cognitive research, as well as in modern
physics with its concepts of the holographic universe. As it is known,
holographic methods are widely used in storing and processing digital
information as extremely effective. In particular, they have great per
spectives in the field of creation of artificial intelligence devices. It
should be noted that algebraic holography is based entirely on numer
ical algebraic methods and does not require special physical devices
such as photosensitive plates and laser emitters, in contrast to physical
holography.
Knowledge of binary oppositions in the structural organization of
DNA alphabets helped to discover the universal rules for the stochastic
(probabilistic) organization of genomic DNAs of higher and lower or
ganisms [Petoukhov, 2022]. In this article, the list of universal rules of
genomic DNAs is replenished by new rules of binary oppositions in the
stochastic characteristics of these DNAs. The discovery of the universal
rules of the stochastic organization of DNAs gives additional materials in
favor of connections of the genetic system with quantum mechanics and
quantum informatics, which are based on the ideology of probabilities.

Many authors supposed that living beings are molecular quantum
computers and that natural laws are embedded in molecular texts of
DNA for molecular controlling systems (see, for example, [Liberman and
Minina, 1996; Liberman et al., 2001]).Speaking about the kinship of
living organisms with computers that operate on trigger systems and
binary numbers, it should be noted that the molecular genetic system is
endowed with binary-oppositional traits that allow using binary
numbers for descriptions of ensembles of genetic elements in a natural
way. This article describes some of these genetic binary-oppositional
traits, which lead to a family of square genetic matrices, which pre
sent DNA alphabets of nucleotide n-plets and whose columns and rows
are enumerated by dyadic groups of binary numbers.
Binary-oppositional features are typical not only for the
molecular-genetic system (including complementary pairs of nucleo
bases in DNA double helix) but also for genetically inherited physio
logical systems. For example, a physiological “all-or-none” law for
excitable tissues exists: a nerve cell or a muscle fiber gives only their
answers “yes” or “no” under the action of various stimuli [Kalat, 2016].
Binary oppositions also play an important role in algebraic
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These connections are supposed by many authors (for example [Igam
berdiev, 1993; Matsuno and Paton, 2000; Abbott et al., 2008; Petoukhov
et al., 2019]).
The main purpose of the article is to draw attention to the proposed
productive methods of algebraic analysis of the structural features of the
system of genetic alphabets, as well as the stochastic organization of the
DNA of the genomes of higher and lower organisms for the further
development of algebraic and quantum biology.

acids and stop signals in this matrix of 64 triplets, shown in Fig. 2 for the
case of the Vertebrate Mitochondrial Genetic Code (this dialect of the
genetic code is considered the most symmetrical and ancient [Frank-
Kamenetskii, 1988]); in the theory of symmetry, it is customary to start
the analysis with symmetric patterns, then move on to studying the case
of violation of their symmetries). The shown matrix of encoded amino
acids and stop signals consists of pairs of adjacent rows, identical in the
composition of amino acids and stop-codons. This tensor-matrix regu
larity is one of the pieces of evidence of the deep connection of genetic
coding with the formalisms of quantum informatics.
Let us remind one more phenomenological symmetry connected with
the known binary-oppositional separation of the DNA alphabet of 64
triplets - according to their code properties - into two equal subalphabets: 32 triplets with strong roots (i.e. triplets starting with 8
doublets CC, CT, CG, AC, TC, GC, GT, GG) and 32 triplets with weak
roots (i.e. triplets starting with other 8 doublets) [Rumer, 1968; Fimmel,
Strü;ngmann, 2016]. In the constructed tensor family of matrices (Fig. 1)
of DNA alphabets of 16 doublets, 64 triplets, and 256 tetraplets, we mark
n-plets with strong roots in black (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 shows that the noted phenomenological binary-oppositional
separations of DNA-alphabets of n-plets (n = 2, 3, 4, …) produce very
symmetric mosaics in each of the genetic matrices:

2. Binary oppositions in DNA alphabets lead to a tensor family
of genetic matrices
Informational DNA molecules possess the alphabet of 4 nucleotides
(adenine A, cytosine C, guanine G, and thymine T), and their combi
nations, which form alphabets of 16 duplets, 64 triplets, 256 tetraplets,
etc. The alphabet of 4 nucleotides A, C, G, and T is endowed with a
system of binary-oppositional traits (or indicators):
1) two of the nucleotides are purines (A and G), and the other two (C
and T) are pyrimidines. These oppositional indicators provide the
following representation: C = T = 0, A = G = 1;
2) two of the nucleotides are keto molecules (T and G), and the other
two (C and A) are amino molecules, which gives the representation C
= A = 0, T = G = 1.

- Left and right matrix halves are mirror-anti-symmetric to each other
in their colors since any pair of cells, disposed of by the mirrorsymmetrical manner in these halves, has opposite colors;
- Diagonal quadrants of the matrix are identical to each other from the
viewpoint of their mosaic.
- The adjacent rows 1–2, 3–4, 5–6, 7–8 are identical to each other from
the viewpoint of the mosaic, etc.;
- A sequence of black and white cells in each row has a meander-like
character and corresponds to a form of one of Rademacher functions
connected with the theory of probabilities; for example, every
statement about the Rademacher functions can be interpreted from
the point of view of the theory of probability (see details in [Alexits,
1961, §7; Petoukhov, 2021d]).

These binary oppositions give a possibility to represent DNA alpha
bets of 4 letters, 16 duplets and 64 triplets in the form of square tables,
the columns of which are numbered with binary indicators “pyrimidine
or purine” (C = T = 0, A = G = 1), and rows - with binary indicators
“amino or keto "(C = A = 0, T = G = 1). In such tables, all monoplets,
duplets, triplets, and other n-plets automatically take their strictly in
dividual place (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 shows a few examples of such tables of n-plet alphabets of
DNA, which are not just tables but are the initial members of a single
tensor family of matrices [C, A; T, G](n), where the symbol (n) denotes
the tensor power for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, …. The second and third tensor
(Kronecker) powers of the (2*2)-matrix [C, A; T, G] automatically give
this (4*4)-matrix of the alphabet of 16 duplets and this (8*8)-matrix of
the alphabet of 64 triplets in Fig. 1. The tensor product of matrices plays
a great role in quantum informatics and quantum mechanics. The
following quotation speaks about the meaning of the tensor product:
«This construction is crucial to understanding the quantum mechanics of
multiparticle systems» [Nielsen and Chuang, 2010, p. 71].
64 triplets encode 20 amino acids that make up the proteins of living
bodies, as well as stop signals of protein synthesis (stop-codons). How
are the 20 amino acids and stop signals of protein synthesis located in
the matrix of 64 triplets (Fig. 1)? This arrangement cannot be predicted,
since amino acids and nucleotides are completely different in structure.
The number of variants of the arrangement of amino acids with some
repetitions of them to fill the entire (8*8)-matrix is immense: » 10100 (for
comparison, in physics, the lifetime of the Universe is estimated at 1017
s). Will this arrangement of amino acids be chaotic, or will it suddenly
turn out to be regularly symmetrical?
It turns out that from an ocean of possibilities, nature has chosen an
algebraically regular version of the repetition and arrangement of amino

These mosaic genetic matrices are interested not only by their
connection with binary-oppositional (Yin-Yang) principles but also by
their connection to the method of the algebraic holography considered
in the next section.

Fig. 2. The symmetrical arrangement of 20 amino acids and stop codons in the
matrix of 64 triplets coding them. A case of the Vertebrate Mitochondrial Ge
netic Code is shown. The generally accepted abbreviations for these amino
acids and stop codons (Stop) are used. Pairs of adjacent rows, identical in the
composition of amino acids and stop codons, are highlighted in the same color.

Fig. 1. Arrangement of DNA-alphabets of 4 nucleotides, 16 duplets, and 64
triplets in the tables based on binary-oppositional traits in the nucleotide al
phabet C, A, T, G.
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Fig. 3. Black-and-white mosaics of matrices of DNA-alphabets (from Fig. 1) show the binary-oppositional separations of DNA-alphabets of n-plets into equal subalphabets of n-plets with strong roots (denoted by black) and sub-alphabets of n-plets with weak roots (an explanation in the text).

3. Genetic system and algebraic holography
The section shows a connection of DNA informatics with one of the
principles of algebraic holography known in the technology of digital
informatics under the term “bit-reversible holography”. This kind of
algebraic holography is connected, in particular, with noise-immunity
coding and algorithms of fast Fourier transform [Karp, 1996; Lyons,
2010; Shishmintsev, 2012; Yang et al., 2013].
It has long been known that living organisms have properties that
resemble those of holography with its non-local informatics. For
example, in embryology, even 100 years ago, G. Driesch showed that by
separating the blastomeres of sea urchin eggs from each other, it is
possible to grow from one embryonic cell (blastomere) normal (albeit
reduced) larvae with all their organs [Belousov, 2015]. Such “holo
graphic” phenomena of distributed information have been repeatedly
confirmed in many taxonomic groups of multicellular organisms - from
sponges to mammals.
The book on the holographic principles of the brain emphasizes that
holographic description is unmatched for explaining perceptual prob
lems, especially imaging problems and fantastic recognition ability
[Pribram, 1971]. There is a wealth of physiological data to support the
holographic concept. For example, it is known that no matter which part
of the rat’s brain we remove, we can’t destroy the memories of how to
perform the complex actions that the rat learned before the operation
[Lashley, 1929]. Many similar phenomena are described, for example, in
the book [Talbot, 1996]. But all morphogenetic, brain, and other
physiological structures are genetically inherited, and therefore it is
natural to look for the algebraic holographic properties in a richly
structured system of genetic coding when one considers organisms as
computers.
The author found a consistency of DNA informatics with the bitreversible holography method. Bit reversion means reading binary
numbers in the opposite direction: for example, 001 becomes 100
(which corresponds to decimal numbers 1 and 5).
Fig. 4 shows a 512*512-pixel matrix, in which all columns and rows
are sequentially numbered with binary numbers and in which the letter
A is drawn. Reading each of these binary numbers in reverse order leads
to renumbering columns and rows and to their new placement with the
transformation of the entire image (the second frame in Fig. 4). If now

Fig. 4. An example of the bit-reversible holography (from https://habrahabr.
ru/post/155471/).

part of this frame is painted over or deleted, then reapplying the reverse
reading of the binary numbers with the permutation will restore the
original image up to identifiable.
Now let us return to genetic mosaic matrices from the tensor family
[C, A; T, G](n) (Fig. 3) to study transformations of the matrix mosaics
under the bit-revers in binary numberings of columns and rows of these
matrices. This bit-reverse rearrangement of these binary numberings in
the matrices in Fig. 3 generates a family of multi-block matrices whose
mosaics consist of repetitions of the mosaic (4*4)-matrices of 16 dou
blets (Fig. 5).
Black and white cells of the matrices in Fig. 5 reflect the opposition of
two sub-alphabets of n-plets with strong and weak roots and therefore
can be represented by elements +1 and − 1 in them. One can see those
multi-block mosaics of all emerging numerical matrices of DNA alpha
bets have the form of “matrix crystals” since they consist of repetitions of
a mosaic of the (4*4)-matrix of 16 doublets, which we conditionally
term α-matrix (Fig. 5). Does this “universal” repeating block have a
meaningful algebraic meaning? Yes, it has.
It turns out that this block is the sum of 4 sparse matrices, the set of
which is closed under multiplication and determines the corresponding
multiplication table, known as the multiplication table of the algebra of
4-dimensional split-quaternions of Cockle, known since 1849 (Fig. 7).
Split-quaternions are used in the Poincaré disk model to describe hy
perbolic motions in Lobachevsky’s hyperbolic geometry [Karzel and
Kist, 1985; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Split-quaternion].
Using the symbol of the Poincaré disk model of hyperbolic geometry
from Fig. 6, it is possible to present the obtained block mosaic matrices
of structured DNA alphabets in an artistic form to facilitate heuristic
associations (Fig. 8).
The family of block-unified matrices of DNA-alphabets (discovered
3
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Fig. 5. The result of the bit-reversible rearrangement in binary numberings of columns and rows of mosaic matrices of DNA alphabets from Fig. 3 is shown.

Fig. 8. “Crystals” of genetic matrices from Fig. 6 are presented in an
artistic image.

Fig. 6. Numerical representation of mosaic matrices of DNA alphabets from
Fig. 5 is shown. The black and white cells of the matrices represent elements +1
and − 1, respectively.

following quotes from these works, which describe quantum
error-correcting codes with a tensor network structure, clarify these
parallels in more detail. “The tensor network is supported on a uniform
tiling of hyperbolic space, known as a hyperbolic tessellation. … We shall
focus on examples based on tilings of two-dimensional hyperbolic space,
which are specific realizations of uniform hyperbolic tilings known as hy
perbolic tessellations” [Pastawski et al., 2015]. “Holographic quantum
error-correcting codes are constructed by contracting perfect tensors ac
cording to a tilling of hyperbolic space by polygons” [Preskill, 2016].
The bit-reversed analog of the initial matrix of 64 triplets from Fig. 2
also contains an impressive symmetrical arrangement of all the amino
acids and stop-codons, which are encoded by the triplets, as Fig. 9
shows: the bit-reversed matrix has identical upper and lower halves in
composition and arrangement of amino acids and stop-codons. So, ge
netic informatics is closely related to the principles of algebraic holog
raphy (see additional details in the preprint [Petoukhov, 2021d]).
Holographic principles have long been used for the physical under
standing of the world. Thus, the famous physicist David Bohm believed
that human consciousness is part of the universal hologram of the entire
human race and that the entire Universe has a holographic structure.
Bohm worked with K.Pribram [Pribram, 1971] on the theory that the
brain works like a hologram following quantum mathematical principles
and characteristics of wave patterns. Nobel laureate in physics Gerard
t’Hooft put forward the principle of holography in the structure of the
world, which is actively developed in modern physics by many authors
(see for example [Shiva Meucci, 2020]).
Revealing the described connections of the genetic coding system
with the Poincaré disk model of the Lobachevski hyperbolic geometry

Fig. 7. Decomposition of the numerical (4 4)-matrix of the DNA-alphabet of 16
doublets (from Fig. 6) into 4 sparse matrices, whose set is closed concerning
multiplication. The multiplication table for this set is shown, which matches
with the multiplication table of the Cockle split-quaternion algebra used in the
Poincaré disk model of hyperbolic geometry. The symbol for this model is
shown from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Poincar%C3%
A9_disk_models.

by the method of bit-reversible holograph), whose blocks are conjugated
with the disk model of hyperbolic geometry, unexpectedly echoes the
theme of “holographic quantum error-correcting codes” developed at
the California Institute of Technology in the USA in connection with the
same disk model Poincaré and its tilings (see an online presentation
[Preskill, 2016]). The topic also includes the consideration of space-time
as a quantum error-correcting code [Pastawski et al., 2015]. The
4
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Fig. 9. The symmetrical arrangement of 20 amino acids and stop-codons in the bit-reversed matrix of 64 triplets. A case of the Vertebrate Mitochondrial Genetic
Code is shown for comparison with Fig. 2. Identical colors mark the pairs of rows with identical compositions of amino acid and stop-codons.

indicates the genetic basis of the known facts of the relationship of
physiological phenomena with hyperbolic geometry. Let us recall some.
Articles on non-Euclidean geometry of the space of visual perception are
published in different countries beginning with the pioneering work
[Luneburg, 1950]. The author of the work, who carried out particularly
careful experiments with the participation of 200 subjects and using
1300 visual patterns, summarized: “Poincaré’s model of hyperbolic space
… shows fairly good agreement with the experimental results” [Kienle,
1964].
The article on the results of 20 years of research by the author of the
locomotions of many animals and humans states that the spatiotemporal organization of locomotions is associated with hyperbolic
turns and the geometry of Minkowski [Smolyaninov, 2000]. In this re
gard, its author put forward the “locomotor theory of relativity” and
wrote about the relativistic brain and relativistic biomechanics. A study
of the regular rearrangements of phyllotaxis lattices during the growth
of organisms led its author to the statement that living matter is struc
turally linked to the geometry of Minkowski [Bodnar, 1992, 1994].
One can add that each of the numeric matrices in Fig. 6 can be
constructed from the α-matrix by the algorithm (1) based on its tensor
product with the matrix [1, 1; 1, 1]:

and structures due to the stochastic nature of interactions of individual
molecules in cells [Chalancon et al., 2012; Horikawa et al., 2006; Raser
and O’Shea, 2005]. This stochastic nature of genetic inheritance is
manifested, in particular, in the fact that all people, even identical twins,
have different fingerprints. In general, living bodies can be viewed as a
mysterious phenomenon of a kind of block-stochastic organization, the
structural features of which are subject to study. These features include
genetically inherited multi-block structures of living bodies, in which
individual blocks as a whole (globally) are similar to each other,
although they differ significantly locally (like fingers in humans). It
means that in living bodies stochastic-like phenomena are regularly
connected with deterministic-like phenomena in some unknown ways.
The article presented new phenomenological facts of the existence of
regular connections between stochastic and deterministic properties at
the level of the molecular-genetic system.
P. Jordan, who was one of the founders of quantum informatics and
the author of the first article on quantum biology, stated: “life’s missing
laws are the rules of chance and probability of the quantum world”
[McFadden and Al-Khalili, 2018]. In line with these phenomenological
facts and Jordan’s statement, the author studies possible probabilities
rules in nucleotide sequences of single-stranded DNAs in eukaryotic and
prokaryotic genomes. The first results of this study were described in
articles [Petoukhov, 2020a, 2021a-d].
The mentioned results revealed the existence of universal rules of
probabilities in percentage compositions of DNA sequences of genomes
of higher and lower organisms. In particular, they generalize the wellknown second Chargaff’s rule about approximate equalities of the
percent of adenine and thymine (%A ≈%T) and also the percent of
cytosine and guanine (%C ≈ %G) in long single-stranded DNAs
[Albrecht-Buehler, 2006; Chargaff, 1971; Prabhu, 1993].
The revealed universal probabilities rules of genomes provoke the
following question: whether the probabilities rules of the stochastic
organization of genomes are an independent class of genetic phenomena
or are they structurally correlated with some other regular phenomena
of the molecular-genetic system? This section describes the author’s
results about the multiple hidden connections of the named numeric
rules of stochastic organization of genomes with the multilevel system of
structured DNA alphabets and also with binary-oppositional molecular
features of the nucleotides A, T, C, and G.
The presented results are based on the analysis of many genomic

[1, 1; 1, 1](n) ⊗ [1, 1, − 1, − 1; 1, 1, − 1, − 1; 1, − 1, 1, − 1; − 1, 1, − 1, 1]
(1)
The matrix [1, 1; 1, 1] used in (1) is the matrix representation of a 2dimensional hyperbolic number with unit coordinates. Deep structural
connections of genetic informatics with 2n-dimensional hyperbolic
numbers are described in [Petoukhov, 2021a].
4. Biological dualism “probability-vs-determinism” and the
stochastic organization of genomic DNA
Genetics as a science began with the discovery by G. Mendel of
stochastic rules for the inheritance of traits in experiments on the
crossing of organisms. Many processes in living bodies are stochastic and
proceed against a background of noise or are accompanied by noise. For
example, the expressions “gene noise” or “cell noise”, which are known
in biology, reflect the fact that even genetically identical cells within the
same tissue exhibit different levels of protein expression, different sizes
5
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DNA sequences, whose initial data were taken from the GenBank
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/). In particular, the set of
these analyzed genomes includes the following [Petoukhov, 2020]:

letter composition depends on the sequence of letters and can differ
several times: for example, %CG = 0.0103, and %GC = 0.0440.
But in this seeming chaos, there are many universal rules for n-plet
groupings that are valid for all studied genomes. To clarify the unusu
alness of these genomic rules, consider, for example, the sequence
ACTCGAGCAC of 10 nucleotides. Considering it as a text of 10 one-letter
words, we have the text A-C-T-C-G-A-G-C-A-C, containing 4 nucleotides
C, which gives %C = 0.4. Considering the same sequence in a form of a
text of 5 two-letter words, we have the text AC-TC-GA-GC-AC, in which:

- 1) all 24 human chromosomes, which differ in their length, the
quantity and type of genes, etc.;
- 2) all chromosomes of a fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, all chro
mosomes of a house mouse Mus musculus, all chromosomes of a
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, all chromosomes of a plant Arabi
dopsis thaliana, and many other plants;
- 3) 19 bacterial genomes of different groups both from Bacteria and
Archaea.

- 0 duplets with the first letter C, which gives the sum of their per
centages Σ%CN = 0 (where N is any nucleotide A, T, C, G);
- 4 duplets with the second letter C, which gives the sum of their
percentages Σ%NC = 0.8.

In this article, the stated results are demonstrated by numerical data
regarding the single-stranded DNA sequence of the human chromosome
N◦1, which contains about 250 million nucleotides A, T, C, and G.
Let us return to the DNA-alphabetical matrices in Fig. 1, which allow
comfortable presentations of results of the study of probabilities rules in
genomic DNAs. For this study, the author proposed the following
effective method, which considers any long single-stranded DNA
sequence as a multi-linguistic bunch of parallel n-texts, each of which is
written in its n-plets alphabet (from the point of view of this method, any
genomic DNA possesses many languages, is a polyglot). For example, the
1-textual representation shows a DNA sequence as a text written in the
alphabet of 4 nucleotides (such as C-A-G-G-T-A- …); the 2-textual rep
resentation shows the same DNA sequence in a form of another text
written in the alphabet of 16 duplets (such as CA-GG-TA- …); the 3-tex
tual representation shows the same DNA sequence in a form of a text
written in the alphabet of 64 triplets (such as CAG-GTA- …); and so on.
The author has calculated the percent of each of the kinds of n-plets in
corresponding n-textual representations of many genomic DNA se
quences under n = 1, 2, 3, 4. For any analyzed DNA, the received per
centage values of n-plets inside its n-texts are input into the appropriate
cells of the family of n-alphabet matrices [C, A; T, G](n) (such as in
Fig. 1). As a result, numeric matrices of percentage values of n-plets
appear, which characterize a stochastic organization of the analyzed
genomic DNA. Fig. 10 shows such percentage matrices for the case of the
DNA sequence of the human chromosome N◦1 (initial data of this DNA
were taken from the GenBank: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/n
uccore/NC_000001.11).
At first glance, the sets of phenomenological percent in the different
matrices in Fig. 10 have a chaotic character and are not numerically
related to each other. In particular, the percentage of n-plets of the same

This example shows that, in the general case, in arbitrary sequences
of nucleotides, the values of the probabilities %C, Σ%CN, Σ%NC are not
at all equal. However, the stochastics of genomic DNAs obeys very
special rules of a universal nature.
For example, n-texts of DNA of the human chromosome N◦1 give the
following approximate equalities (2) of sums of n-plet percents in their
compositions with high accuracy (though quantities and values of
summands in these sums are essentially different):
%C ≈ Σ%CN ≈ Σ%NС ≈ Σ%CNN ≈ Σ%NCN ≈ Σ%NNC≈
≈ Σ%CNNN ≈ Σ%NCNN ≈ Σ%NNCN ≈ Σ%NNNC ≈ 0.2085;
%G ≈ Σ%GN≈Σ%NG≈Σ%GNN≈Σ%NGN≈Σ%NNG≈
≈ Σ%GNNN ≈ Σ%NGNN ≈ Σ%NNGN ≈ Σ%NNNG ≈ 0.2087;
%A ≈ Σ%AN ≈ Σ%NA ≈ Σ%ANN ≈ Σ%NAN ≈ Σ%NNA≈
≈ Σ%ANNN ≈ Σ%NANN ≈ Σ%NNAN ≈ Σ%NNNA ≈ 0.2910;
%T ≈ Σ%TN ≈ Σ%NT ≈ Σ%TNN ≈ Σ%NTN ≈ Σ%NNT ≈
≈ Σ%TNNN ≈ Σ%NTNN ≈ Σ%NNTN ≈ Σ%NNNT ≈ 0.2918

(2)

Correspondingly, for example, knowing a percent %C in a genomic
DNA, it is possible to predict in this DNA with high accuracy values of
the following sums of percentages: of 4 duplets having C at their first
position; of 4 duplets having C at their second position; of 16 triplets
having C at their first position; of 16 triplets having C at their second
position; of 16 triplets having C at their third position; of 64 tetraplets
having C at their first position; of 64 tetraplets having C at their second

Fig. 10. Matrices of percent of n-plets in n-texts of the DNA of the human chromosome N◦1 (n = 1, 2, 3). The arrangement of the n-plets percentage values inside
matrices corresponds to the n-plets arrangement in the tensor family of matrices in Fig. 1.
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position; etc.
The following positional rule of probabilities in n-texts of long
DNA sequences, which is a candidacy for the universal rule for genomes,
can be formulated based on such results:

• All n-texts of a long DNA-sequence, each of which consists of a text of
4n n-plets, has approximately the same sum of percentages of all
those n-plets, which contain the considered nucleotide (C, G, A, or T)
at a fixed mth position (m ≤ n); here n = 1, 2, 3, 4, …but is not too
large compared to the length of DNA.

Fig. 11. The sums of percentages in pairs of rows with bit-inverted numberings from the percentage matrices of 16 duplets and 64 triplets (Fig. 10), and also 256
tetraplets in the case of DNA of the human chromosome N◦1. Bold frames highlight pairs of rows with bit-inverted numerations. In each frame, both amounts are
practically the same, despite the strong difference in the values of the summands.
7
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Now one can show other examples of universal equalities for the
sums of percentages of n-plets in genomic DNAs, where binary opposi
tions also demonstrate their importance. Let us return to the tensor
family of matrices of DNA-alphabets [C, A; T, G](n) with binary
numbered rows and columns (Fig. 1). It turns out that in these matrices
any pair of rows and any pair of columns numbered with bit-inverted

numbers (mutual inversion 0↔1) has, with high precision, the same
sums of percentages of their n-plets within both rows of each pair,
although separate percentages in these rows and columns differ signif
icantly. Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate these equalities of percentage sums in
such rows and columns from percentage matrices of 16 duplets and 64
triplets (from Fig. 10) and also of 256 tetraplets (from [Petoukhov,

Fig. 12. The sums of percentages in pairs of columns with bit-inverted numberings from the percentage matrices of 16 duplets and 64 triplets (Fig. 10), and also 256
tetraplets in the case of DNA of the human chromosome N◦1. Bold frames highlight pairs of columns with bit-inverted numerations. In each frame, both amounts are
practically the same, despite the strong difference in the values of the summands.
8
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2021b,d]) in the case of DNA of the human chromosome N◦1.
The described rules can be termed rules of bit-inverted numerations.
They testify that the stochastic organization of genomic DNAs is closely
related to features of the deterministic system of DNA n-plet alphabets.
Such discovered interrelations between stochastic and deterministic
features in the molecular-genetic system seem to be useful for a deeper
understanding of the interrelations of stochastic and deterministic
properties in genetically inherited physiological systems. The received
results give new abilities to develop quantum-information modeling
genetic phenomena and for the creation of new approaches for artificial
intelligence systems.
The whole set of equality relations between the percentage group
ings of n-plets in genomic DNA n-texts, revealed by the author, indicates
that the stochastic organization of genomic DNAs is the highly limited
stochastic organization with many internal numeric interrelations
among summary percentages of separate groupings.
The author believes that the genetic phenomena described in this
article are closely connected with the published concept of multiresonance genetics [Petoukhov, 2016; Petoukhov and Petukhova,
2017].
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5. Some concluding remarks
The described author’s results provide new opportunities for alge
braic modeling of genetic structures and genetically inherited physio
logical phenomena, including from the standpoint of algebraic
holography and formalisms of quantum informatics. They are correlated
with the ideas of different authors about living beings as molecular
quantum computers and can be useful for deeper understanding the cell
language [Ji, 2017].
These results show new facets of the relationship of inherited phys
iological phenomena with the structures of genetic informatics. In
particular, the known facts of conjugation of physiological phenomena
with hyperbolic geometry exist in parallel with the connection of
structured DNA alphabets with Poincaré’s disk model of hyperbolic
geometry.
The data presented indicate the effectiveness of the author’s method
of oligomeric sums when considering long DNA sequences as a bunch of
parallel texts written in different n-plets alphabets. Figuratively
speaking, in this consideration, any genomic DNA possesses many lan
guages, is a polyglot! This method has led to the identification of uni
versal rules and symmetries of the stochastic organization of DNAs in
eukaryotic and prokaryotic genomes. These rules indicate limited sto
chasticity of DNA genomes, in which probabilities coexist with many
deterministic relationships. They are discussed concerning the general
problem of the biological dualism “probability-vs-determinism".
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